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In this essential polemic, leading economist
Tim Congdon argues that the BBC must be
privatised if it is to be a global competitor
in the 21st century, and that the licence fee
is not just unpopular
its obsolete.
Advances in technology - smartphones,
streaming video - have destroyed the
licence fees original, valid justification.
The method of collection is expensive and
inefficient. The BBC is out of touch with
popular opinion and its news coverage is
far from impartial. And even if we accept
state-subsidised broadcasting, why should
the money be raised by a regressive tax
rather than subscriptions? Tim Congdon
CBE has written on economics for
Standpoint since 2008. In 1989 he founded
the economic research company Lombard
Street Research and from 1992-1997 he
advised the Chancellor of the Exchequer as
a member of the Treasury Panel of
Independent Forecasters (the so-called wise
men). His other books include Money in a
Free Society (Encounter, 2011).
Tim
Congdon offers a big picture version of the
debate over the BBC and how to fund it.
Looking back 30 years and more on the
transforming
developments
in
broadcasting, and looking forward almost
as far into the age of content reaching
consumers without any broadcaster
intervention, he demonstrates that the BBC
funding mechanism must be replaced, and
its ownership radically re-shaped, if it is to
survive as a meaningful player, let alone
realise its still immense potential. His angle
of attack is unusual: his analysis very hard
to refute. David Elstein
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In Focus: The Case for Privatising the BBC Institute of Economic Not value for money. Why should I have to pay
for the BBC if i dont think im getting my monies worth. For any other paid service, Sky, netflix, now tv this is how NHS
privatisation: Why the fuss? - BBC News - Aug 15, 2016 Labour leadership challenger Owen Smith accuses the
government of having a secret plan to privatise the NHS in England. Privatise the BBC Standpoint Feb 20, 2015 The
words privatisation and NHS together are enough to start a fight in an empty room. But what exactly do we mean by it?
And why does the BBC Privatisation Bill - Simple Politics Nov 27, 2013 Scrap the licence fee and privatise the BBC.
The logic behind a nationalised broadcaster was never perfect. In the age of subscription BBC faces privatisation calls
from influential conservative think-tank Apr 27, 2016 An influential conservative think-tank, with links to the
Culture Secretary John Whittingdale, will call for the wholesale privatisation of the BBC to combat its left wing bias. In
a controversial report the Institute of Economic Affairs claims that Britains national The license fee is archaic: Its time
to privatise the BBC commercial Sep 14, 2013 Privatise it on The Spectator Three years ago, our columnist and He
was protesting against the BBCs gross violation of its charter by How to save the BBC? Privatise it The Spectator
Jun 26, 2016 Rejected petition to privatise the bbc. I do not want to pay my licence fee to a political Broadcasting
Company !!! with great sadness I think it Scrap the Licence Fee and Privatise the BBC Standpoint Jul 25, 2016 The
BBC is now seriously editorially biased. On a range of political issues, it uses public money to consistently misrepresent
the facts to fit a Michael Deacon on Twitter: How to privatise the BBC: a simple five Jul 16, 2015 The government
is considering privatisation or part-privatisation of the BBCs commercial arm BBC Worldwide, according to a
wide-ranging Should the BBC be privatised? Apr 28, 2016 To purchase a copy of In Focus: The Case for Privatising
the BBC, click here. To purchase five or more copies, please email UKIP MEP Bill Etheridge: Why Id privatise the
BBC Express Scrap the licence fee and privatise the BBC - The Commentator A valueless British Leyland share
certificate: Will the BBC go the same way? The licence fee should be abolished and the BBC privatised, to enable it to
Privatise The BBC - Petitions Its time to commercially privatise the BBC. Ryan Bourne. 28 April 2016 10:27am.
BBCemployees arriving for work at the organisations New Broadcasting BBC denies it is privatising two-thirds of
radio programming Taxing citizens to subsidise a biased broadcasting corporation is unfair and immoral. In the digital
age we live in, the BBC should be able to survive on BBC Privatisation Bill 2015-16 UK Parliament Apr 28, 2016 A
free-market think tank has called for the privatization of the BBC, calling the broadcaster no longer fit for purpose and
accusing it of a BBC Worldwide could be privatised ahead of charter renewal Privatise the BBC - Kindle edition by
Tim Congdon. Download it once and read it on your Kindle device, PC, phones or tablets. Use features like bookmarks,
Its time to commercially privatise the BBC - The Telegraph What. Details are yet to be announced, but the general
idea is to make the BBC a private company. Why. It is argued that the licence fee is unfair as it charges Privatize biased
BBC before it becomes irrelevant think tank The government intends to privatise Royal Mail though a flotation on
the London Stock Exchange in the coming weeks. Petition Privatise The BBC Under the terms of the new draft
charter, up to 60% of BBC radio output will now come from private providers, a massive increase from the current 20%.
Theresa May: save the BBC from privatisation - SumOfUs Sep 17, 2015 The privatisation of the BBCs main
commercial arm could undermine the Britishness of the broadcasters programming and add ?10 to the Q&A: Royal
Mail privatisation - BBC News How to privatise the BBC: a simple five-step guide. http:///19fFDA
pic.twitter.com/NQf1luJE5N Why not try sharing an article on Twitter about the BBC. Jul 18, 2013 David Cameron is
the latest in a long succession of prime ministers to vow that the NHS is safe in his hands and would not be privatised.
Abolish the licence fee and privatise the BBC - Petitions Sep 1, 2016 Biased, expensive and from a different era why
Id privatise the BBC. HOW many times have you heard a positive news story about Tony Hall: Privatisation of BBC
Worldwide could add ?10 to licence 4 days ago I keep receiving this rather irritating message on the BBC iPlayer.
Why not privatise the NHS - BBC News - Dec 30, 2013 With the licence fee scrapped, should the BBC remain in
public ownership? Or should the BBC be privatised, so that it can compete on a level UK : Broadcasting stars call for
re-think on privatisation of BBC radio Aug 26, 2016 Ukip leadership candidates Lisa Duffy and Bill Etheridge at the
final hustings. Etheridge said the BBC should stop picking our pockets to feed
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